36 AND 60 FOOT BLENDED LINES ON A 78 FOOT COURT

NOTES:
1. 10 AND UNDER TENNIS PLAYING LINES SHALL BE TEXTURED LINE PAINT WITHIN THE SAME FAMILY AS THE 78 FOOT COURT COLOR.

2. ALL 10 AND UNDER TENNIS PLAYING LINES SHALL TERMINATE 3 INCHES FROM THE 78 FOOT COURT LINES.

3. ALL 10 AND UNDER TENNIS PLAYING LINES SHALL BE 1 1/2" WIDE.

4. ALL 10 AND UNDER TENNIS PLAYING LINES SHALL BE MEASURED OUT TO OUT, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE CENTER LINES WHICH SHALL BE MEASURED OUT TO CENTER.

5. THE CENTER MARK FOR THE 36 FOOT COURT SHALL BE SET 2 INCHES OFF THE 78 FOOT COURT DOUBLES SIDE LINE AND SHALL BE 2 INCHES LONG BY 1 1/2" WIDE.